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Meet The Furniture Dogs.

About us.
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LQ Furniture

Q Living

Our high-end showroom features a
multitude of Canadian Custom Made
furniture, available in both fabric and
leather. We work with many local
manufacturers such as Palliser, Stylus,
Decor-Rest, Van Gogh Designs, and so
much more. Our small but dedicated team
offer services such as complimentary inhome consultations, space-planning, and
so much more!

Our in house brand is carefully curated by
our sales team, we listen to our customers
and see what else is out there in the
market and create our own options. We
have a few fabrics to select from and the
price is always right!

Bunker

Wilson

Bunker is our happiest staff member, always
greeting customers with a smile. He loves
playing fetch and will bring you a ball when
you come in. His favourite sofa is our
Whistler sectional, you can usually find him
catching some zzz’s there!

Wilson is our most senior furry salesman,
and has been a part of our team for just
about 5 years. His favourite duties include
comfort testing and hunting down his tennis
balls underneath all the couches.
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Classic Comfort
This is a Canadian custom made-to-order option where you can choose your
configuration and from over 100 different fabrics, including stain-resistant
performance options. The design features on the Collette also include choice of
leg: espresso or chrome and comes as a button or tuft option on each cushion
side, you can choose day by day, no other styles offers such a feature.

Tested against red wine spills!

Poppy

Pull the room together
Collette
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Also a Canadian custom made-to-order option which can be made
in fabric or leather options and you have your choice of silver, gold
or black legs. This style features a modern look with a higher back
and cushioned arm.
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The Titan
The Titan sits on the throne of recliners in our books, its deep seats
and reclining headrests make for the ultimate comfort factor. You
can even plug your phone into the recliner for a quick charge. This
modern sectional is available in fabric or leather.
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Titan
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Curl up and enjoy,
just like Bunker.
Sectional living
This Canadian custom made option is ordered modularly which can be
suited to any space. It features a higher back and can be ordered in
standard foam or a feathersoft option. Not to mention the hundreds of
fabrics available, including performance stain resistant choices.

The Apex

Presenting our top seller...The Apex!
Part of our best-selling premium feather-soft Canadian made-to-order
collection. You choose your fabric and configuration to suit your space.
The Apex features oversized seats with double cushioned backs. The high
legs give it and airy and modern feeling. Falling into the Apex is like falling
into clouds.
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The Cypress

Expecting
Company?
Our live edge tables are made in solid
Acacia wood and will give any space a
West Coast vibe. Each piece of wood
varies in its look of knots, edges and
unique characteristics. We have over
a dozen live edge styles to choose
from.
We have a wide-selection of extension
tables to add extra seating in a pinch.
Our extension tables are available in
a variety of mediums, including wood
and glass.

Wooden Forge
*Shown here being enjoyed by
Wilson and Bunker with the
Morrison Chairs
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Live Edge Tables

Butterfly Extension
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Our Best Selling Sectional.
Custom Canadian Made in Burnaby, BC

The Whistler Sectional
Our best-selling sectional which features the extra deep seat and
premium feather-soft seating. This is from our Canadian custom
made-to-order collection where you choose your configuration and
fabric to suit you. The floating leg creates a low, comfortable look
that you can sink right into...and potentially not get out of.
Careful, it’s a nap trap!

The Whistler

Outdoor Living.
Daze

Your Patio Your Way

Rico

These modern outdoor options feature
Sunbrella fabrics and a quick dry reticulated
foam to beat the West Coast elements we all
know and love. These can be left outside year
round and can be washed with a power washer
or even a water/bleach cleaning solution.
Each piece of furniture is built with rain and
drainage in mind. The fabric is solution dyed
and has nothing but more colour to fade to,
they will look vibrant for a long time!
We offer many different outdoor options when
it comes to dining, lounging, fire tables and
more.
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St. Barts

Kronos
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Storage Beds.
More than a bed
Live in a small space and need
more storage? These beds are the
ultimate way to make due with less
closet room. These lift up beds give
you the full area of your mattress to
store seasonal items, camping gear,
skiis, or whatever you may wish. We
carry a range of options in multiple
styles and colours. Our storage
beds feature two additional bars of
support compared to the leading
competitors! This means even your
heavy memory foam mattresses are
good to go!
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Lydia

Lounge.

Mid-Century Modern Sectionals for everyone.
Omnia
Colson

Miranda

OmniA
Not only do we offer Canadian custom made-to-order options but we also
import our own styles to have ready for you. We have a multitude of styles
and sizes to suit your space.
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Transform.
Make Your Netflix and Chill Legendary
The pinnacle for comfort and function in today’s
shrinking spaces. Sectionals that feature storage
and a bed!

Deep, modern sectionals available
immediately through our import program.

Nap traps in stock now!

Benji
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Have a tricky room?

Commercial Spaces

Not sure what shape of
couch or what size of
dining table will fit your
space best? We now offer
complimentary in-store
space planning services.
All you need to do is bring
a photo of your space and
your measurements! We
also offer complimentary
in-home consultations with
minimum spend.

Our team at LQ Furniture can
assist developers with large
projects. We have an extensive
history of working on multi-unit
projects and keeping projects on
time and within budget. We work
with over 60 different suppliers,
so we are sure to have products
that will match your vision. We
also have our own wholesale
department, where we can provide
container pricing on Q Living
Furniture products. Are you
working on a full-home rebuild or
multi-unit project? Contact us
today for a free consultation!
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